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@e U.S. Envinumental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the advance
notice of proposed rulanaking,10 CFR Part 60, " Technical Criteria for
Regulating Geologic Disposal of High-level Rachartive Waste", which

~ were published in the Federal Register, Vol. 45, pages 31393-31408. EPA
views these draft Technical Criteria as providing the regulatory means
to inplemnt the requirenents of the generally applicable environental
standards to be proposed by EPA in the near future. We proposed draft
Technical Criteria provide a satisfactory neans to assure conpliance
with the standards to be promulgated by EPA. Adequate discussion is
given the technical issues necessary for the licensing of a high-level
radioactive waste (HLW) repository. We provide our conments below on
specific issues and also address the questions posed by the Ctrrmission.

.

1. Ch page 31396 in the section on " Considerations", it is stated that
engineering can be used to narrow the extent to which geological processes
must be considered. mis could be interpreted to mean that the NRC will
allow substituting engineered barriers for poor geological characteristics.
We feel that (1) a site with acceptable geologic characteristics slould
be selected and (2) engineering should be used to tupplement the geology
and enhance confidence that the waste will be retained in the repository.
m us, assurance will be given that engineering will add to the total
effectiveness of a repository rather than substituting for a poor geological
barrier. W believe NRC should give nore emphasis to these points.

2. In the sane section in (5) "Cbd2.fication of hbdels in the Licensing
Processes", NRC concludes that, because of the great uncertainties
involved, the state of knowledge to deternune the adequacy of _ a site is
nore qualitative than quantitative. Werefore, NRC proposes to rely

_
primarily on judganents by experts in the applicable fields to arrive at
a decision, rather than on numerical assessment mettods (nodels). EPA
agrees with NRC that, at the present stage of develognent, it is premature
to codify specific nodels for use in the analyses. However, EPA plans
to include both qualitative and quantitative requirenents-in its proposed
standards. Werefore, EPA recormends that NRC expand the discussion to ,

state that quantitative assessments must be performed, at least to the I

extent necessary to assure complianca with S?A ntecical performance
recuiranents. ;
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3. %e proposed regulation does not adequately address the subject of ~
groundwater resources. In several places, consideration is given only
to present uses of groundwater. 'Ihis view is not in concert with the
recognition in Section 60.121(c) that institutional controls may not
persist for a long time. " Accessible environment", as defined in Section
60.2(a), wauld only protect " presently used" aquifers as designated ,

under 40 CFR 146. However, the legislative history of the Safe Drinking
Water Act makes it clear that both currently-used and potential drinking
water sources should be protected.

4. Sections 60.122(a) (8) and 60.122(b) (1) (iii) indicate the need to
avoid sites with significant resource potential. However, these provisions
specify resources which "are ecormimlly exploitable using existing
technology under present market conditions" (mphasis added). Interpreted
strictly, this could mean that a resource like oil shale need not be

' considered if a repository were to be licensed today. We believe that
this provision should be broadened to include " reasonably foreseeable"
technology and market conditions; this wauld be consistent with the
approach used for other site characteristics.

5. In response to the specific questions asked by the Ctmmission on
page 31398, we wish to present the following replies to questions 1
through 4:

.

(1) me list of considerations adequately defines and identifies the
relevant issues involved in disposal of HIW.

(2) % e referenced draft rule will address the issues in an appropriate

manner.

(3) m e draft Environmental Impact Statement now in preparation by EPA
in support of the draft environnental standards (40 TR 191) will be
less detailed than is required for an EIS supporting licensing of a HIH
repository, and will be limited to a discussion of the health risks and
the costs for disposal of HIN in specified nodel repositories. In order
to avoid unnecessary duplication, we believe that the environmental
inpact statement to be prepared by NRC should deal with the specifics of
implementation of the draft Technical Criteria. It should therefore
examine inplications of specific geologic and engineered alternatives
which NRC believes would satisfy the Technwal Criteria. % e EIS should
specifically acic1ress those areas where NRC judgments are operative in
narrowing the choices available in the EPA stanclavrk, or where NRC
interpretations are nearlarl to define the range of available alternatives.

(4) NBC will need to review applic ahle sections of the proposed draft
Technical Criteria to reflect ccurments which EPA e:nects to mceive on
its forthwing genavally applicable standards (40 CFR 191), especially
those cartments which may lead to chac,ges ir. the final standards.
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6. We anticipate that the croposed EPA standards will include a requirment
that provision be made for recoverability of wastes. If this requirment
is promulgated, the NBC draft Technical Criteria must provide for impl mentaton.

7. Section 60.111 (a) (1) " Radiation exposure or releases during operation"
should add the follow 2ng: ... or such other standards as may be established"

by EPA". .

8. Section 60.122 (b) (2), PotenHally adverse natural conditions -
geologic and tectonic, should include an additional item which reads as
follown: "(vui) there is a uniqueness about the site that may substantially
increase future exploration for purposes other than resources".

9. NBC and EPA should assure that the definition of "high-level waste"
be identical in Section 60.2 and in the forthcoming EPA standards.

.

10. 7he nunbering systs used does not allow for easy reading of
grouped.and sequential ideas. Perhaps a number of additional subheadings
would provide greater clarity.

We appreciate the opportunity to conuent on the advance notice of proposed
rulemaking and look forward to a continued, coordinated effort on this
urgent national proble. Should you have questions concerning EPA's
cmments, please contact Ms. Betty Jankus of my staff (202) 755-0770.

Sincerely yours,

9 sc>r]N. Hedenan, Jr.w
iam1

Director
Office of Environmental Beview (A-104)
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